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Introduction: Augmented reality (AR) has been increasingly studied in
transportation, particularly for drivers and pedestrians interacting with
automated vehicles (AVs). Previous research evaluated AR interfaces using
online video-based questionnaires but lacked human-subject research in
immersive environments. This study examined if prior online evaluations of
nine AR interfaces could be replicated in an immersive virtual environment
and if AR interface effectiveness depends on pedestrian attention allocation.

Methods: Thirty participants completed 120 trials in a CAVE-based simulator with
yielding and non-yielding AVs, rating the interface’s intuitiveness and crossing the
road when they felt safe. To emulate visual distraction, participants had to look
into an attention-attractor circle that disappeared 1 s after the interface appeared.

Results: The results showed that intuitiveness ratings from the current CAVE-
based study and the previous online study correlated strongly (r ≈ 0.90). Head-
locked interfaces and familiar designs (augmented traffic lights, zebra crossing)
yielded higher intuitiveness ratings and quicker crossing initiations than vehicle-
locked interfaces. Vehicle-locked interfaces were less effective when the
attention-attractor was on the environment’s opposite side, while head-
locked interfaces were relatively unaffected by attention-attractor position.

Discussion: In conclusion, this ‘AR in VR’ study shows strong congruence between
intuitiveness ratings in a CAVE-based study and online research, and demonstrates
the importance of interface placement in relation to user gaze direction.
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1 Introduction

Road accidents rank among the top ten causes of human fatalities in middle-income
countries, as reported by the World Health Organisation (2020). Academia and industry
have been researching a number of ways to curb this problem, such as through the use of
smart infrastructure (Banks et al., 2018; Sewalkar and Seitz, 2019; Toh et al., 2020) and
connectivity. The future urban environment will likely bemore connected than today (Alam
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et al., 2017), and traffic partners may communicate with each other
in order to facilitate traffic flow (Cao et al., 2022), resolve right of
way conflicts (Li et al., 2020), and improve road safety for vulnerable
road users, including pedestrians.

A specific solution is the use of external human-machine
interfaces (eHMIs) on automated vehicles (AVs), which could
take the form of projections onto the road, LED strips, LED
screens, or anthropomorphic elements, amongst other examples
(see Bazilinskyy et al., 2019; Rouchitsas and Alm, 2019; Dey et al.,
2020, for reviews of such interfaces). Although eHMIs have been
shown to effectively convince VRUs whether or not to cross in front
of approaching vehicles (De Clercq et al., 2019), there exist a number
of drawbacks related to current designs, including the use of text,
especially if the language is unfamiliar, cases where the eHMI needs
to signal to a single pedestrian in a group, cultural differences in
interpretability, and lack of standardisation across designs (Weber
et al., 2019; Rasouli and Tsotsos, 2020; Tabone et al., 2021a; 2023; De
Winter and Dodou, 2022).

Augmented Reality (AR) has been proposed as a new type of
communication in traffic, and as a possible solution to the
aforementioned problems with eHMIs. In particular, AR offers
the possibility of sending a customised signal to an individual
pedestrian in a group (Tabone et al., 2021b; 2023; Tran et al.,
2022). Most AR studies so far have focused on the driver as the
user (Kim et al., 2018; Calvi et al., 2020; Pichen et al., 2020; Colley
et al., 2021; Currano et al., 2021; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2023), or as a
navigation assistant to VRUs (Dancu et al., 2015; Bhorkar, 2017;
Ginters, 2019; Dong et al., 2021; Tran et al., 2023). However, more
recently, studies have explored the use of AR as an assistive
technology for pedestrians and other vulnerable road users, such
as cyclists, to guide them in making safe crossing decisions by
including road projections of zebra crossings, arrows, and safe paths
(Hesenius et al., 2018; Pratticò et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022; Tran et al.,
2022; 2023), visualisation of obstructed vehicles, remaining time for
safely crossing an intersection, and conflict points (Tong and Jia,
2019; Von Sawitzky et al., 2020; Matviienko et al., 2022), and car
overlays (Tran et al., 2022).

Nine novel AR interfaces for pedestrian-AV interaction were
previously developed in Tabone et al. (2021b) to support pedestrians
in crossing an urban road. These interfaces were designed using an
experience-based approach through theoretically-informed
brainstorming sessions and based on expert perspectives
extracted from Tabone et al. (2021a). An expert (‘genius’)-based
design method was used (Saffer, 2010), where the designers used
established theories such as predictive aiding, ecological interface
design (Kadar and Shaw, 2000), redundancy gain, and the proximity
compatibility principle, amongst others (Wickens et al., 2004). Each
of the AR interfaces was designed with two states (non-yielding and
yielding) to represent whether a vehicle would stop or not for the
pedestrian, since the goal of these interfaces is to assist pedestrians in
the decision to cross the road in front of an approaching AV.

Tabone et al. (2023) assessed these AR interfaces through an
online questionnaire completed by 992 respondents in Germany, the
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. The nine
interfaces were recorded in a virtual reality (VR) environment and
presented as videos to the respondents; they rated the interfaces for
intuitiveness and convincingness, aesthetics, and usefulness.
Moreover, respondents were asked to provide free-text comments

to further support their choices. Results indicated a preference for
interfaces that incorporated familiar elements from existing traffic,
as well as head-up displays (HUDs). These insights were possible
through statistical and qualitative thematic analyses, which also
revealed a number of unintended effects of certain designs.

Despite the rich body of information that was extracted from the
online questionnaire study, one of the limitations of Tabone et al.
(2023) was that it did not offer high ecological validity and presented
only low perceived risks to the participants. A possible solution to
this problemwould be to use a VR simulationmethod that embodies
the participant. The use of an immersive environment is important
to test the distributed attention of participants, since in real traffic,
accidents do occur because, similar to drivers, pedestrians may fail to
look at the right object, at the right time (Lee, 2008; Ralph and
Girardeau, 2020; Lanzer et al., 2023).

Two possible VR simulationmethods are to use a head-mounted
display (HMD) or a CAVE (Cave automatic virtual environment).
An advantage of a CAVE setup is that it allows participants to see
their bodies as they move around (Cordeil et al., 2017). Previous
experiments with pedestrians in a CAVE investigated their
overreliance on AVs equipped with eHMIs (Kaleefathullah et al.,
2022) and crossing behaviour of pedestrians on a road with
continuous traffic (Mallaro et al., 2017; Kalantari et al., 2023). In
this study, we extend the research of Tabone et al. (2023) by
assessing the nine AR interfaces delineated in Tabone et al.
(2021b) within a CAVE-based pedestrian simulator, with the
objective of examining the generalisability of findings from
online questionnaire studies.

There exist fundamental differences among various types of AR
designs (Carmigniani et al., 2011; Arena et al., 2022). SomeARdesigns
are head-locked, meaning the displayed message remains fixed in the
pedestrian’s field of view (FOV) as they move their head. This feature
ensures that the message is always visible to the pedestrian, allowing
the user to benefit regardless of where the pedestrian is looking
(Tabone et al., 2021a). Alternatively, AR interfaces may be
positioned on the road infrastructure (Hesenius et al., 2018). The
supposed advantage of this approach is that the interface can be found
at known and expected locations (e.g., on the other side of the road or
on the road surface). However, a disadvantage of this approach is that
the AR interface may be overlooked when the pedestrian glances left
or right before deciding to cross the road. Finally, AR interfaces may
be locked to the vehicle, similar to eHMIs. This approach has the
advantage that the AR interface is congruent with the vehicle’s
motion, such that the pedestrian can process the implicit
communication of the vehicle concurrently with the explicit AR
signal. Furthermore, this approach eliminates the need for
pedestrians to distribute their attention towards multiple elements.
However, a possible downside of vehicle-locked interfaces is that the
vehicle must be identified before the pedestrian can benefit from the
AR interface. For example, if a vehicle approaches from the right while
the pedestrian happens to be looking to the left and does not
immediately scan to the right, identifying the AR interface may be
inefficient.

In this study, we examine the effects of initial visual attention
using a novel technique to guide the pedestrian’s initial attention
towards specific regions of the road before the arrival of the AV.
Specifically, we used an attention-attractor circle placed either on the
left, front, or right side of the scene, while the AV always approached
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from the right, to investigate the hypothesis of whether the
effectiveness of the AR interface type would depend on the
pedestrian’s initial attention allocation. The attention-attractor
circle was used to emulate the behaviour of pedestrians who
initially fail to observe the approaching vehicle, as attention
resources are finite (e.g., Wickens et al., 2004; Ralph and
Girardeau, 2020), and individuals cannot attend to the entire
traffic scenario simultaneously.

The aim of the experiment is to examine the effects of the nine
different AR interfaces (previously described in Tabone et al., 2021b;
2023) on pedestrian crossing behaviour and perceived intuitiveness,
compared to a no-AR baseline condition, as well as to evaluate how
these interfaces score relative to each other. It is expected that the
quality ratings observed in Tabone et al. (2023) will be replicated in
the present immersive CAVE-based environment. Moreover, the
nine AR interfaces are anticipated to be regarded as clearer than the
no-AR baseline condition.

Additionally, the current study investigates the effect of the
above-mentioned position-based attention attractor on pedestrian
crossing behaviour and perceived intuitiveness for different AR
interfaces. We expected an AR/attention-attractor interaction
where the effectiveness of the AR interface, expressed in terms of
faster crossing initiation times, would depend on where the
participant is looking, given the fact that the AV always came
from the right. Specifically, it was hypothesised that head-locked
AR interfaces (e.g., Nudge HUD, Pedestrian lights HUD) would be
effective when the attention-attractor is presented on the left, while
infrastructure-locked (road-mapped) AR interfaces (e.g.,
Augmented zebra crossing, Fixed pedestrian lights, Virtual fence)
would be effective when the attention attractor is presented in the
centre location, across the road. Finally, vehicle-locked AR interfaces
(e.g., Planes on vehicle, Conspicuous looming planes, Field of safe
travel, Phantom car) were expected to be more effective when the
attention-attractor circle was presented on the right.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants and recruitment

Thirty participants (20 male, 9 female, and 1 non-specified), aged
between 22 and 53 (M = 31.50, SD = 7.98) were recruited for the study.
The 30 participants were of 12 different nationalities, namely British
(10), Chinese (5), Greek (3), Indonesian (3), Malay (2), German (1),
Maltese (1), Norwegian (1), Romanian (1), Saudi (1), Turkish (1), and
Zimbabwean (1). From the participant pool, 57% (n= 17) indicated that
they had never been in a CAVE, while 43% (n = 13) indicated that they
had. Further general characteristics of the 30 participants, which were
collected in the demographic survey, are available in the Supplementary
Material. Because the participants in the current experiment were
recruited independently from the previous international online
questionnaire, it is unlikely that the current participants have taken
part in this online questionnaire before.

Participants were recruited using an opportunistic sampling
approach. Internal emails were sent to a pool of people interested
in participating in the University of Leeds Driving and Pedestrian
Simulation studies, and to various schools at the University of Leeds.
Moreover, adverts were posted on a Facebook group consisting of

students studying at the same university, and a further group
composed of residents of Leeds.

Criteria for participating in the study were highlighted in both
the emails and adverts. Specifically, participants were only eligible to
participate if they were over the age of 18, had a good command of
English, did not suffer from severe mobility issues, and did not suffer
from epilepsy, claustrophobia, or feelings of disorientation.
Moreover, we asked participants to wear lenses if they had
prescription glasses, and if they had long hair, to tie it back on
the day of the experiment due to the eye-tracking equipment.

Participants were able to select an available time slot using an online
calendar system linked to the experimenter’s and simulator’s calendars.
The experiment ran for 2 weeks between June and July 2022, and the
participants were financially compensated with a £15 Amazon gift
voucher for their time spent, which was roughly 60–90 min. The
experiment was approved by the University of Leeds Research Ethics
Committee under ethics reference number LLTRAN-150.

2.2 Apparatus

The experiment was created using Unity v.2020.3.35f1
(Unity, 2022) and was performed in the Highly Immersive
Kinematic Experimental Research (HIKER) simulator located
at the University of Leeds (University of Leeds, 2022). The
HIKER is a 9 × 4 m CAVE simulator, composed of eight 4K
high resolution (3,840 × 2,400 px) projectors, and 10 Vicon Vero
2.2 IR cameras, which were calibrated and controlled using Vicon
Tracker 3.9. The simulator supports both stereo and mono
modes. For this experiment, mono mode was used.

Gaze data were sampled at 50 Hz and collected using the Tobii
Pro Glasses 2 (firmware 1.25.6-citronkola-0; head unit 0.062) mobile
eye-tracker, which was operated and calibrated using the Tobii
Controller Software v.1.114.20033. Participants’ verbal statements
were recorded using an Olympus VP-20 microphone. A Logitech
web camera mounted on a tripod was used to record the entire
experiment per participant in low resolution. High-resolution video
clips for dissemination were recorded using a GoPro Hero
10 camera and an iPhone 13 Pro.

The entire experiment was run on an eight-computer rack, with
seven Image Generator (IG) machines, each with an Intel® Core™i9-
7900X CPU @ 3.30 GHz, 32 GB RAM, and an 8 GB Nvidia Quadro
P6000 GPU, and the host machine equipped with an Intel®

Core™i9-7900X CPU @ 3.30 GHz, 128 GB RAM, and an 8 GB
Nvidia Quadro P4000 GPU.

2.3 AR interfaces

The interfaces evaluated in this simulator study were adopted
from the designs in Tabone et al. (2021b) and were identical to the
VR implementation used in Tabone et al. (2023). In total, nine AR
interfaces were designed and developed as functioning AR
prototypes (Tabone et al., 2021b).

In general, the interfaces were split into three categories:
interfaces that were locked to the infrastructure, to the vehicle,
and the user’s head position (i.e., HUDs). There were three interfaces
that were locked to the infrastructure:
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• Augmented zebra crossing (labelled 1 in Figure 1), which was a
conventional zebra crossing,

• Fixed pedestrian traffic lights (5), which depicted a familiar
pedestrian traffic light design across the road, and

• Virtual fence (6), which displayed semi-translucent walls around
a zebra-crossing and a gate that opened in the yielding state.

The interfaces that were locked to the vehicle included:

• Planes on the vehicle (2), which displayed a plane on the
windshield area of the vehicle,

• Conspicuous looming planes (3), which was a scaling version of
(B), growing or shrinking as the vehicle approached the
pedestrian depending on the AV’s yielding state,

• Field of safe travel (4) which projected a field on the road in
front of the vehicle to communicate safety, and

• Phantom car (7), which projected the vehicle’s predicted
future motion.

The final category of interfaces are HUDs that were head-locked
to the user’s head position, i.e., they followed and remained in the
user’s FOV. These are:

• Nudge HUD (8), which displayed a head-locked text message
(‘SAFE TO CROSS’ vs ‘DANGER! VEHICLE IS
APPROACHING’ with a corresponding icon on a green or
red background, respectively, and

• Pedestrian lights HUD (9), which displayed a head-locked
version of the pedestrian traffic lights.

Interfaces locked to the infrastructure or the vehicle were
positioned within the environment or attached to the vehicle,
respectively, while the HUDs moved with the participant’s head
orientation. TheNudge HUDmeasured 65 cm in width and 20 cm in
height and was situated 2.5 m away from the participant, while the
Pedestrian lights HUD measured 20 cm in width and 40 cm in
height. The bottom edge of the HUDs aligned with the participant’s
eye level. In comparison to the online questionnaire study, the
dimensions of the HUDs were reduced due to the restricted FOV in
the CAVE. The red (RGB: 244, 0, 0) and green (RGB: 32, 244, 0)
colours of the non-yielding and yielding states were chosen based on
their high intuitiveness scores for signalling ‘please (do not) cross’
(Bazilinskyy et al., 2020).

FIGURE 1
ThenineARconceptspresented in theHIKERenvironment. Interfaces
1, 5, and6were infrastructure-locked, Interfaces 2, 3, 4, and 7were vehicle-
locked, and Interfaces 8 and 9 were head-locked.

FIGURE 2
The simulation environment used for the HIKER experiment.
Each salient point is demarcated by a label, together with the distance
(in metres) between each point. (A) spawn point, (B) AR interface
onset, (C) AV deceleration onset, (D) stopping point, (E)
participant location. Image adapted from Tabone et al. (2023).
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2.4 Scenario design

The current study adopted the road environment and vehicle
behaviours from Kaleefathullah et al. (2022) and Tabone et al.
(2023). The AV spawned out of sight (Figure 2, point A) and
moved at a constant speed of 48 km/h (30 mph). The AR
interfaces were activated when the AV was 43 m away in virtual
space (Figure 2, point B) from the participant, who was located at
point E. For non-yielding states, the vehicle maintained its initial
speed of 48 km/h throughout. In contrast, for yielding states, the
vehicle started decelerating at Point C, which was 33 m from Point E
(the participant), at a rate of 2.99 m/s2, and came to a complete stop
at Point D, located 3 m from Point E.

At the start of each trial, an attention-attractor circle was
presented in the shape of a stationary open circle with cyan
border (RGB: 0, 255, 255). The circle was displayed in one of
three different positions: left, front-centre (i.e., across the street),
and to the right of the participant (Figure 3). Cyan was chosen as this
colour has been considered to be neutral and without any meaning
in current traffic (Bazilinskyy et al., 2020). The circle would
disappear if the participant looked into the area enclosed by its
circumference for 1 s. The detection of whether the participant was
looking into the circle was conducted through the head-tracker. If
this condition was met, the trial commenced.

Two seconds after the vehicle appeared from behind the curve, the
vehicle arrived at point B (see Figure 2) and the AR interface was
activated (Figure 4B). If the condition was an interface in yielding state,
the vehicle started decelerating at point C (see Figure 2). The circle
disappeared 1 s after the AR interface was activated (see Table 1 for an
overview of the different moments in a trial). If this constraint was not
applied, participantsmay have looked at the car as soon as possible since
they expect the car to appear from behind the corner of the road, or
because they could see it in their peripheral vision.

2.5 Experimental design

The experiment used a within-subject design with 120 trials per
participant: 90 trials with a yielding AV and 30 trials with a non-
yielding AV. The yielding trials included 10 interface conditions
(including Baseline) x 3 circle positions x 3 repetitions, whereas the

non-yielding trials included 10 interface conditions x 3 circle
positions x 1 repetition. The higher number of yielding trials was
chosen because non-yielding trials did not require the participant to
cross, and thus did not provide data on crossing timing. Each
interface condition was presented in a separate block, resulting in
ten blocks, counterbalanced across participants. Each block
contained 12 trials (4 yielding/non-yielding conditions x 3 circle
positions), presented in a random order for each block.

After each trial, a question was projected on the centre screen of
the CAVE. Participants verbally indicated their agreement from 1
(Strongly disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree), with the statement: “The
interface was intuitive for signalling: ‘Please cross the road’” (for
yielding AVs) or “The interface was intuitive for signalling: ‘Please do
NOT cross the road’” (for non-yielding AVs). In the case of the
Baseline condition, which featured no AR interface, the word,
“interface” was replaced by “situation”. Figure 5 demonstrates
various moments in a trial.

2.6 Experimental procedure

Participants were welcomed into the room containing the CAVE
simulator by an experimenter. An information sheet containing the
experiment protocol (also sent to the participant by email
previously) was presented. If the participant agreed with all the
information, they were asked to sign the consent form. Participants
were reminded that they can choose to stop the experiment at any
time. Participants were then asked to complete a demographics
questionnaire, which was developed using the Qualtrics XM
(Qualtrics, 2022) survey platform. Details of the questionnaire
are presented in the Supplementary Material.

Following the demographics questionnaire, the participants were
asked to wear overshoe covers to protect the HIKER flooring, and the
Tobii eye-tracker system, which was also equipped with infrared
markers to track the head position and correctly align the CAVE to
the participant’s FOV. The eye-tracker was subsequently calibrated, and
the participant walked into the simulator and stood on a blue marker
demarking the starting position for each trial (Figure 4A).

The experimenter then reminded the participant of some key
points highlighted in the information sheet. They were asked to look
into the cyan circle for 1 consecutive second (Figure 4B). If the
participant violated this rule, a beeping sound was automatically
produced to draw the attention of the participant back to the circle.
If the participant adhered to the instructions, the vehicle would
come out from behind the corner.

Furthermore, participants were reminded that they might
encounter various informative interfaces, and that they were to
cross the entire road (from one curb to the other) only if they felt
that it was safe to do so (Figure 4D, right). If the vehicle drove past
them (Figure 4E, left), then they no longer needed to cross. Once
they had crossed the road, and the intuitiveness question was
displayed (Figure 4F), they were allowed to walk back to the
starting position and provide their answer there. The participants
were also reminded about a digital mesh that appears across the
nearest CAVE wall if they get too close, to warn participants to stop
walking and avoid crashing into a physical barrier.

For improved understanding, two practice trials of the Baseline
conditions, one with a non-yielding AV and one with a yielding AV,

FIGURE 3
A participant standing on the bluemarker and looking at the cyan
attention-attractor circle, which is displayed in the centre position.
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were conducted prior to the initiation of themain experiment.When the
participant indicated that they had understood the procedure, the
experimenter announced that the actual experiment was about to
begin. At that point, the participant was asked to return to the blue
marker, and the experimenter started the experiment.

Participants then completed 120 trials. After each block, a 3-min
interview with the participant was conducted and recorded. The
interview typically began by asking the participant whether they
were comfortable. If the participant mentioned any form of
discomfort, then the MISC scale was administered. Next, they were

FIGURE 4
Timeline of the crossing experiment, with the left column representing the non-yielding condition, and the right column the yielding condition. For a
definition of the corresponding moments in time, see Table 1.
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asked “what did you think of this particular interface/situation?”, and
the participant was prompted to elaborate further on their answers.
The line of questioning about the interface continued by asking the
participant about preference between the red and green states, and
whether their crossing decisions were based on the interface.
Participants were corrected if they began commenting about the
VR environment rather than the interfaces themselves.

Following all the trials, the participant was invited back to
the table where they had signed the consent form. There they
were presented with a sheet containing a table with screenshots
of all nine interfaces in both their yielding and non-yielding
states side by side. The participant was asked to assign a rank
from 1 to 9 next to each interface according to their preference,
with 1 being the most preferred and 9 being the least preferred.
Each number could be assigned only once. When the participant

had finished with the ranking, they were thanked and rewarded
for their time.

2.7 Data logging

The vehicle’s position and speed were logged during the
experiment at a frequency of 120 Hz, generating a total of
3,600 log files from 30 participants each undergoing 120 trials.
For the gaze data analysis (logged at 50 Hz) and head-tracking data
(logged at 120 Hz), the VR environment was segmented into a
number of areas of interest (AOIs):

• Road1, Road2, Road3: We used Road1 (near distance), Road2
(medium distance), and Road3 (far distance) segments (see

TABLE 1 Timings of events of trials, centred around the moment the circle disappeared. The letters in parentheses correspond to the positions in Figure 2.

Event Elapsed time (s)

Non-yielding condition Yielding condition

Attention-attractor circle appears −9.0 −9.0

Attention-attractor circle looked at for 1 s and vehicle starts driving (A) −8.0 −8.0

Vehicle appears from behind curve −3.0 −3.0

AR interface appears (B) −1.0 −1.0

Vehicle starts to decelerate (C) — −0.2

Attention-attractor circle disappears 0.0 0.0

Vehicle comes to a halt (D) — 3.8

Vehicle passes participant (E) 2.3 —

Intuitiveness question appears (F) 7.0 8.8

FIGURE 5
Top-left:Non-yielding state of the Augmented zebra crossing, before the attention-attractor circle on the right disappears. Top-right: Yielding state
of the Virtual fence, before the circle on the left disappears. Bottom-left: Yielding state of the Nudge HUD. Bottom-right: Intuitiveness rating scale,
displayed at the end of a trial.
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Figure 6) to explore the distribution of the participants’
attention as the AV approaches. Given that the AV
approached from the right in all trials, no AOIs to the left
were created.

• Road: the rest of the road.
• Car: main body of the vehicle (Figure 6, inset).
• Circle: the region encompassed by the attention-attractor circle.
• AR interface: the region where the AR interface is projected.
• HUD region: the region where the HUD interfaces (8 and 9)
would be projected. The HUD region follows the participant’s
head rotation and is always in front of the participant, 2.5 m
ahead and 0.25 m above the participant’s head.

• Traffic light region: the region where the Fixed Traffic Lights
would be projected, i.e., a static region in front of the pedestrian.

• Windscreen region: the windscreen region on the vehicle
(Figure 6, inset).

• Other: any other non-segmented area in the CAVE, or
outside of it.

These regions were active for all tested conditions, except the AR
Concept region for the Baseline condition. Therefore, some segmented
regions were prioritised over others when a gaze vector intersected in a
region where multiple segmented layers may have been overlaid on one
another. Priorities were as follows: The AR Concept region took
precedence over all other regions, followed by the Car, Windscreen
region, Traffic light region, HUD region, Road1, Road2, Road 3, Circle,
Road, and Other, in the order listed.

2.8 Processing of post-block interviews

The post-block interviews were analysed using an approach
introduced by Tabone and De Winter (2023). Specifically, the
300 post-block voice recordings were transcribed using Whisper-
v2 (Radford et al., 2023). Each transcript was then automatically
submitted to OpenAI’s ChatGPT-4o API (version: 26 May 2024;

model: gpt-4o-2024-05-13). The API’s temperature setting, which
controls the level of the randomness of the output, was set to 0.

The following prompt was used to summarise the transcript per
interface condition: “Based on the participants’ interview responses,
summarise the strengths and weaknesses of the interface concisely. Do
not overly mention general characteristics such as ‘the interface is
intuitive’, but report specific aspects that could aid designers. Keep it
short, specific, and interesting, with a maximum of 4 sentences in total.
Start the strengths with “STRENGTHS:” and start the weaknesses with
“WEAKNESSES:”Do not refer to individual participants.” The prompt
included the 30 transcripts of the 30 individual participants.

2.9 Dependent measures

The following dependent measures were calculated:

• First glance at the AR interface: This measure was calculated
using the Tobii eye-tracker data. Ray tracing was applied to
determine the first moment the gaze vector intersected with the
AR interface. This measure was not available for the Baseline
condition. For each AR interface and circle position, the mean
was calculated across the four available trials.

• Participant crossing initiation time: The measure was
computed for each trial in which the AV yielded. The
crossing initiation time was calculated by subtracting the
moment the participant’s position in the CAVE
environment exceeded a set position threshold,
corresponding to the edge of the road, from the moment at
which the attention-attractor circle disappeared. For each
interface condition and circle position, the mean was
calculated across the three available yielding trials.

• Intuitiveness ratings: The self-reported intuitiveness rating
was available for each trial.

• Interface ranking: The mean rank per participant per interface
condition was calculated from the responses to the post-

FIGURE 6
Top-down view of the environment. The road was segmented into three different regions for logging purposes. Inset: Two collider regions labelled
as “Car” and “Windscreen region” were superimposed over the car 3D model in the environment. The labels were logged when the eye-tracking vector
intersected with the colliders.
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experiment ranking questionnaire. In addition, the
distribution of the ranking was analysed from a produced
matrix (see Supplementary Material).

• Sentiment score: The transcripts from the post-block interviews
were analysed using VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary and
sEntiment Reasoner) sentiment analysis (Hutto andGilbert, 2014)
to generate sentiment scores. Themean sentiment scores of the 10
conditions were linearly scaled and shifted so that their mean was
0 and their standard deviation was 1.

In addition to calculating the above dependent measures, we plotted
a number of graphs to better understand how participants used the AR
interfaces. In order to visualise where the participants looked at during
the trials, all timings were centred and normalised around the moment
that the attention-attractor circle disappeared. Hence, all time values
were rounded to the nearest multiple of the sampling rate (120 Hz).
Then, for each 0.01-s timestamp between −9.0 and 9.0 s, the number of
times each gaze region was viewed (eye-tracking) was recorded. These
gaze counts over time were converted to percentages and plotted for
vehicle-locked interfaces and HUDs, and left and right circle positions.
The produced plots would provide a visualisation of where participants
distributed their gaze across AOIs in the CAVE.

2.10 Statistical analysis

In order to judge the similarity of the simulator results with the
results from the online questionnaire study, the Pearson product-
moment correlations of means for the interface conditions were
calculated. Moreover, to understand the effect of the attention-
attractor circle on the dependent variables, a two-way repeated
measures ANOVA of crossing initiation times and of the time of the
first glance towards the AR interface was conducted, with the AR
interface and circle position as within-subject factors. Additionally,
95% confidence intervals for each interface condition were generated
using a method presented by Morey (2008), where the within-subject
factor pertained to the three attention-attractor circle positions. Pairwise
comparisons between the three circle positions were conducted using
paired t-tests. To account for multiple comparisons, a Bonferroni
correction was applied, resulting in an adjusted alpha value of 0.05/3
(given that there were three pairs for comparison).

3 Results

All 3,600 trials were completed successfully. There were only
three instances where blocks had to be restarted because of technical
disruptions (e.g., the eye-tracker switched off). However, in each
case, the previous intuitiveness scores were retained, and any
missing log data re-recorded. Hence, there were no missing data
by the end of the experiment.

3.1 Objective 1. Replication of intuitiveness
ratings: CAVE study vs online study

For non-yieldingAVs, according to a repeated-measures ANOVA
of the intuitiveness score, with interface condition and circle position

as within-subject factors, there was a significant effect of interface
condition, F (9, 261) = 6.46, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.18, a significant
effect of attention-attractor circle position, F (2, 58) = 4.77, p = 0.012,
partial η2 = 0.14, and no significant interface condition × circle
position interaction, F (18, 522) = 1.39, p = 0.129, partial η2 = 0.05.

For yielding AVs, according to a repeated-measures ANOVA of
the intuitiveness score, with interface condition and attention-
attractor circle position as within-subject factors, there was a
significant effect of interface condition, F (9, 261) = 8.87, p <
0.001, partial η2 = 0.23, a significant effect of circle position, F (2,
58) = 5.65, p = 0.006, partial η2 = 0.16, and a significant interface
condition × circle position interaction, F (18, 522) = 3.11, p < 0.001,
partial η2 = 0.10.

Figures 7, 8 show scatter plots reporting the mean
intuitiveness scores of each interface for both the CAVE
simulator experiment and the online questionnaire study
(Tabone et al., 2023). Since the online study did not have a
baseline condition, the intuitiveness score for the baseline
condition (yielding AV: 4.80 [SD = 1.37], non-yielding AV:
5.48 [SD = 1.53]) was omitted from the plots.

Table 2 shows the correlation matrix for measures relating to
the online questionnaire study and the simulator experiment
conducted in the HIKER. The mean intuitiveness score from the
HIKER experiment correlated strongly with the mean
intuitiveness score from the online study (r = 0.91 for yielding
AV, and r = 0.90 for non-yielding AV, respectively, n = 9 AR
interfaces). Similar to the online questionnaire study, the Nudge
HUD, Fixed pedestrian lights, Augmented zebra crossing,
Pedestrian lights HUD, and Virtual fence interfaces scored the
highest, while the Phantom car yielded the lowest
intuitiveness rating.

3.2 Objective 2. Interface/attention-
attractor position interaction

3.2.1 Crossing initiation time
According to a repeated-measures ANOVA of the crossing

initiation time, with interface condition and circle position as
within-subject factors, there was a significant effect of interface
condition, F (9, 252) = 17.97, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.39, a significant
effect of circle position, F (2, 56) = 56.09, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.67,
and a significant interface condition × circle position interaction, F
(18, 504) = 8.01, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.22. Note that out of a total of
2,700 trials (10 interface conditions × 3 yielding trials × 3 repetitions
x 30 participants), participants did not initiate crossing in
53 instances. Out of 900 data points (10 interface conditions ×
3 circle positions x 30 participants) that underlie the ANOVA, 7 data
points were unavailable because participants did not
initiate crossing.

Figure 9 shows the means and 95% confidence intervals of the
crossing initiation times for all interface conditions. Among the
infrastructure-locked interfaces, the Fixed pedestrian lights (which
were always positioned on the opposite side of the street)
demonstrated optimal performance when the attention-attractor
circle was also presented centrally. Regarding the Augmented zebra
crossing, the central and right circle presentation positions exhibited
faster crossing initiation times as opposed to the left presentation,
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while the Virtual fence performance remained relatively consistent
irrespective of the circle presentation position.

Concerning the vehicle-locked interfaces, a consistent trend
emerged, where superior performance was observed when the
circle was presented on the right—the direction from which the
AV approached.

Lastly, with respect to the HUDs and Baseline condition, a
discernible pattern emerged, where the left circle presentation was
less advantageous compared to central or right presentations.
However, this effect was not statistically significant for the
Baseline condition and Pedestrian lights HUD and was
considerably smaller in magnitude than the vehicle-locked
interfaces.

3.2.2 Time of first glance at AR interface
According to a repeated-measures ANOVA of the time of the

first glance at the AR interface, with interface condition, and circle
position as within-subject factors, showed a significant effect of
interface condition, F (8, 200) = 21.05, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.46, a
significant effect of circle position, F (2, 50) = 36.05, p < 0.001, partial
η2 = 0.59, and a significant interface condition × circle position
interaction, F (16, 400) = 15.17, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.38. Note that
out of a total of 3,240 trials (9 AR interfaces × 4 trials × 3 repetitions
x 30 participants), participants did not glance at the AR interface in
217 instances. Out of 810 data points (9 AR interfaces × 3 circle
positions x 30 participants) that underlie the ANOVA, 8 data points
were unavailable because participants did not look at the AR
interface. Missing data may potentially be attributed to
inaccuracies in the eye-tracker, or to a genuine lack of attention
directed towards the AR interface by the participants.

The results presented in Figure 10 generally correspond to
the crossing initiation times shown in Figure 9. Specifically,
when the attention-attractor circle was centrally positioned, the

Fixed pedestrian lights were quickly glanced at, whereas the
vehicle-locked interfaces drew attention more quickly when
the circle was displayed on the right as opposed to the centre
or left. Regardless of the circle position, the HUDs were
promptly noticed. Furthermore, the Virtual fence quickly
captured attention, which can likely be attributed to its
substantial size.

3.2.3 Distribution of gaze across AOIs
Figure 11 shows a sample of four gaze plots, pertaining to the

yielding states of vehicle-locked interfaces (top panels) and HUDs
(bottom panels), and for the attention-attractor circle presented on the
left (left panels) or right (right panels). In each case, the area plot depicts
the gaze distribution across time for the different AOIs. The two
interface categories were chosen as they clearly demonstrate the
effect of interface placement on the participants’ attention distribution.

For the vehicle-locked interfaces, when the circle was presented
on the right, the participants were able to direct their gaze to the
presented AR interface (green area in right top of Figure 11) much
earlier after time 0.0 s compared to when the circle was presented on
the left (green area in left top of Figure 11). In that case, there was a
delay of over 1 s. However, in the case of the HUDs, the AR interface
was gazed at before 0.0 s, also when the circle was presented on the
left (green area in left bottom of Figure 11). This results confirms the
advantage of the HUDs in the presence of distraction from the
approaching vehicle.

3.3 Post-block interviews

Table 3 presents the outputs of the prompts from the ChatGPT-
4o analysis, where the model was asked to output the strengths and
weaknesses of each interface based on 30 transcripts.

FIGURE 7
Scatter plot of the mean intuitiveness rating per AR interface in
their non-yielding state, as reported in the current HIKER experiment
and the previous online questionnaire study (Tabone et al., 2023). The
diagonal dotted line represents a line of equal values.

FIGURE 8
Scatter plot of the mean intuitiveness rating per AR interface in
their yielding state, as reported in the current HIKER experiment and
the previous online questionnaire study (Tabone et al., 2023). The
diagonal dotted line represents a line of equal values.
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The overall summaries offered a fingerprint of what the
participants said after each block. In general, interfaces locked to
the infrastructure (Augmented zebra crossing, Fixed pedestrian lights,
and Virtual fence) were found to elicit confidence due to the
participants’ familiarity with common traffic designs. Moreover,
the Virtual fence’s walls elicited a sense of safety. On the other hand,
the participants pointed out that such interfaces may cause users to
focus too much on the design rather than the surroundings, as the
view behind the tunnel walls somewhat obscures the environment,
despite being semi-translucent. Such familiar designs may also make
the user overly reliant on the interface, or cause a false sense
of security.

Interfaces locked to the vehicle (Planes on vehicle,
Conspicuous looming planes, Field of safe travel, and Phantom
car) were generally described as clear. Specifically, the looming
effect in Conspicuous looming planes was noted for effectively
communicating danger and encouraging pedestrians to stay put.
However, vehicle-locked interfaces were also described as

confusing and distracting, particularly when moving and
changing shape (such as the scaling in Conspicuous looming
planes), as well as disorienting if the user is not directly facing
the approaching vehicle. In general, participants felt that this
group of interfaces had a steep learning curve.

The HUD interfaces (Nudge HUD, Pedestrian lights HUD) were
described as providing immediate feedback since the interface follows
the user’s head orientation. Moreover, the large size and clear text
boosted user confidence. On the other hand, theHUDswere sometimes
considered confusing, uncomfortable, and distracting, requiring a
period of adjustment. Moreover, participants commented on the
lack of customisation options for the HUD interfaces.

In the Baseline condition, participants stated that the AV
without an interface was appreciated by some participants for
providing a more straight forward decision-making process.
However, the participants also pointed out that the absence of an
interface led to increased confusion and hesitation, as participants
had to rely on their judgment of the vehicle’s speed and behaviour,

TABLE 2 Correlation matrix for measures relating to the online questionnaire study (Tabone et al., 2023) and the simulator study conducted in the HIKER.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. HIKER: Intuitiveness (non-yielding AV)

2. HIKER: Intuitiveness (yielding AV) 0.73

3. HIKER: Sentiment scores 0.75 0.90

4. HIKER: Mean preference rank −0.77 −0.90 −0.92

5. HIKER: Crossing initiation time −0.51 −0.87 −0.79 0.63

6. Online: Intuitiveness (non-yielding AV) 0.90a 0.83 0.82 −0.71 −0.77

7. Online: Intuitiveness (yielding AV) 0.83 0.91a 0.91 −0.79 −0.90 0.94

n = 10 (i.e.,. 9 AR interfaces plus the Baseline condition) for Measures 1, 2, 3, and 5. n = 9 (i.e., 9 AR interfaces without the Baseline condition) for Measures 4, 6, and 7.
aThese two associations are depicted in scatter plots in Figures 7, 8.

FIGURE 9
Means and 95% confidence intervals of themean crossing initiation time as affected by the attention-attractor position for each interface condition.
Vertical lines delineate the infrastructure-locked interfaces, vehicle-locked interfaces, HUDs, and the Baseline condition. * indicates p < 0.05/3.
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or that the interface may not provide enough information or
guidance in particular situations, which could ultimately cause
confusion or hesitation.

4 Discussion

Thirty participants completed 120 trials each in a CAVE
pedestrian simulator experiment that assessed nine AR interfaces
for pedestrian-vehicle interaction and a baseline condition without
any interface. The participants were asked to cross the road if they
felt it was safe to do so, and to rate how intuitive the interfaces were
in communicating their message of intent. In addition to the
standard head-tracker used in the CAVE, participants were
equipped with an eye-tracker, which recorded their point of gaze
during the experiment. Furthermore, participants were asked about
each interface in an audio-recorded interview following exposure.
The data were analysed to assess the intuitiveness of each interface,
the road crossing initiation times, the gaze direction of participants,
and the information provided during the interviews.

The first objective of the experiment was to evaluate the effect of
nine AR interfaces on pedestrian crossing behaviour and perceived
intuitiveness, with the expectation of replicating the intuitiveness
ratings observed in a previous online questionnaire (Tabone et al.,
2023). The second objective was to examine the effect of the position
of the attention attractor on pedestrian crossing initiation times
across the different AR interfaces. An AR interface/attention-
position interaction was hypothesised, where head-locked,
infrastructure-locked, and vehicle-locked interfaces would cause
different crossing initiation times depending on the position of
the attention-attractor circle.

4.1 Objective 1. Replication of intuitiveness
ratings: CAVE study vs online study

The present study was conducted in a highly immersive CAVE
simulator, in which the participant (pedestrian) was surrounded by
images displayed on the floor and walls (Cruz-Neira et al., 1992),
which were dependent on the head position of the user. The CAVE
allowed participants to see their own body (in contrast to online
studies, or when using a HMD), allowing for a more natural
interaction with the environment (Blissing and Bruzelius, 2018). In
our experiment, none of the 30 participants suffered any discomfort
related tomotion sickness despite having gone through 120 trials each.
Hence, when compared to HMDs or video-based study, a CAVE
offers a more natural setting (Schneider et al., 2022).

The AR interfaces achieved similar relative differences in mean
intuitiveness scores as in the online questionnaire study. A correlation of
0.91 was observed between the two measures for yielding AVs, and
0.90 for non-yieldingAVs, indicating that the intuitiveness scores highly
replicated the online study. As in the online study, the interfaces that
used traditional traffic elements (Augmented zebra crossing and Fixed
pedestrian lights), other interfaces locked to the infrastructure (Virtual
fence), and the HUDs (Nudge HUD and Pedestrian lights HUD) were
rated highly, while interfaces locked to the vehicle were deemed less
intuitive (Field of safe travel, Planes on vehicle, Conspicuous looming
planes, and Phantom car). The behavioural measure, i.e., crossing
initiation time, also exhibited a substantial correlation with the
online intuitiveness ratings (r = −0.90).

The Field of safe travel and the Phantom car were designed to
adhere to the principle of ecological interface design (Tabone et al.,
2021a) and the principle of predictive aiding, respectively. However,
similar to the online study, in the simulator study, the Phantom car

FIGURE 10
Means and 95% confidence intervals of the moment in which the participants first glanced at the AR interface as affected by the attention-attractor
position for each AR interface. Vertical lines delineate the infrastructure-locked interfaces, vehicle-locked interfaces, and HUDs. A negative value
indicates that participants, on average, first glanced at the AR interface before the attention-attractor circle had disappeared. This may be due to the large
size of the AR interface (Virtual fence) and/or the AR interface being within the circle on the right. * indicates p < 0.05/3.
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may have failed to comply with the proximity compatibility principle,
as participants found it difficult to separate the Phantom car from the
‘real’ car (see Table 3). Moreover, both interfaces only displayed a
coloured element without icon or text, and may have therefore failed
to comply with the principle of redundancy gain. Given that both
interfaces lacked the incorporation of traditional elements from
traffic, the application of the top-down processing principle, which
relies on the recognition of familiar symbols, may have posed another
challenge for participants. Conversely, the interfaces that achieved the
highest intuitiveness scores demonstrated adherence to these
principles (Tabone et al., 2021b).

The strong correlation between the outcomes of the online study
and those of the CAVE simulator raises questions about the need of
conducting experiments in a resource-intensive CAVE. We contend
that if the objective is solely to gather subjective evaluations, such as
average intuitiveness ratings or preference rankings, an online
questionnaire could not only be sufficient but even preferable,
considering the potential for larger sample sizes (Schneider et al.,
2022). However, an immersive simulator environment, such as the
one currently used, is necessary when one wants to study eye
movements and (crossing) behaviour.

It is acknowledged that certain discrepancies emerged between the
online study and the current CAVE-based study. The HUD interfaces,
which tracked participants’ headmotion, were experienced in real-time,
whereas these motions were preprogrammed in the online study. The
current study allowed participants to offer feedback on the functioning
of the HUDs, which they occasionally described as jittery, annoying, or
confusing. Moreover, the Virtual fence might create a false sense of
security and obstruct the view of oncoming vehicles, which are features

that could not be observed in the prior online study. Similarly, in the
preference rankings, the Virtual fence received a high number of first-
place rankings, which could be attributed to its visually appealing
animation of opening doors and its large size.

4.2 Objective 2. Interface/attention-
attractor position interaction

A main reason the study was conducted in the HIKER was due to
its high FOV compared to an online experiment, allowing for the
guidance of the participant’s initial attention allocation. An attention-
attractor circle was used to guide the participant’s attention towards a
specific region of the road environment before the arrival of the vehicle,
similar to real-world situations where pedestrians may initially neglect
to observe the approaching vehicle due to finite attentional resources
(Wickens et al., 2004; Ralph and Girardeau, 2020).

The position of the attention-attractor circle was found to have
an effect on the crossing initiation time of the participants. As shown
in Figure 9, there was a substantial delay in crossing initiation when
participants were presented with an interface locked to the vehicle,
which always approached from the right, when the circle was
presented to the left.

Interfaces locked to the infrastructure, in particular the Fixed
pedestrian lights, resulted in a relatively fast crossing initiation time
when the attention-attractor circle was presented in the centre
position. On the other hand, the Augmented zebra crossing was
found to be less effective when users were not looking straight ahead.
The HUDs yielded crossing initiation times that were similar for

FIGURE 11
Plots of the gaze percentage for each area of interest (AOI) region in the environment. A distinction is made between vehicle-locked interfaces
(Planes on vehicle, Conspicuous looming planes, Field of safe travel, and Phantom car combined) and HUDs (Nudge HUD and Pedestrian lights HUD
combined), and between the attention-attractor circle presented on the left and right. Time = 0 s corresponds to themoment that the attention-attractor
circle disappeared.
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TABLE 3 Interview summaries provided by ChatGPT-4o. In the summaries for the Baseline condition, an ‘interface’ is still alluded to. The reason is that the
ChatGPT prompt only mentioned ‘interfaces’.

Interface Strengths Weaknesses

Augmented zebra
crossing

STRENGTHS: The interface’s large, bright signals on the ground are
highly visible and quickly catch users’ attention, making it easy to
understand at a glance. The green lines and red crosses are effective in
conveying clear messages about when to cross, with many users feeling
confident and safe when the green lines are present. The interface’s design
allows users to make crossing decisions without needing to look directly at
the vehicle, which some found beneficial

WEAKNESSES: The red cross can be confusing when it appears alongside
zebra stripes, leading to mixed signals about whether it is safe to cross.
Some users found it difficult to see the signals when looking to the side, and
the need to look down at the ground was uncomfortable for a few
participants. The green lines were sometimes mistaken for regular zebra
crossings, making them less intuitive compared to the red cross

Planes on vehicle STRENGTHS: The interface’s large, clear signals on the vehicle make it
easy to spot and understand from a distance, aiding in quick decision-
making. The green signal is particularly effective in building user
confidence for crossing, as it is highly visible and intuitive. The interface’s
ability to convey the vehicle’s intentions directly helps users feel more
secure and reduces the need for multitasking

WEAKNESSES: The red signal often fails to capture attention as effectively
as the green one, leading to confusion and delayed reactions. The interface
can obstruct the view of the driver or passengers, which some users find
disconcerting. Additionally, the moving signals attached to the vehicle can
be disorienting, especially when users are not directly facing the car,
making it harder to rely on the interface in complex traffic scenarios

Conspicuous looming
planes

STRENGTHS: The red signal’s increasing size as the car approaches
effectively communicates danger and encourages pedestrians to stay put.
The green signal’s decreasing size allows for better visibility of the car,
making it easier for pedestrians to judge the vehicle’s speed and distance

WEAKNESSES: The green signal’s shrinking size can be confusing and less
reassuring, making some pedestrians hesitant to cross. The interface’s
reliance on color and size changes can be distracting and may not be
immediately intuitive, especially when multiple cars are present or when
the signals are too small to notice from a distance

Field of safe travel STRENGTHS: The red signal was consistently praised for its clarity and
visibility, as it covered the entire road, making it easy to see from any
direction. Participants felt more confident and safe with the red signal, as it
provided a clear indication not to cross. The interface was generally found
to be realistic and helpful in simulating real-life scenarios

WEAKNESSES: The green signal was often criticized for being less visible
and intuitive, especially when it did not cover the entire road. Participants
found it confusing and distracting, particularly when it moved or changed
shape. There was a general preference for the green signal to be more
similar to the red one in terms of coverage and visibility to improve
intuitiveness and confidence

Fixed pedestrian lights STRENGTHS: The interface is familiar and intuitive due to its
resemblance to real-world traffic lights, making it easy for users to
understand and trust. The fixed position of the signal allows users to know
exactly where to look, reducing confusion and distractions. The clear
distinction between red and green states aids in quick decision-making

WEAKNESSES: The need to turn one’s head to see the signal can be
cumbersome, especially when the signal is small or not directly in the line
of sight. Users often rely more on the behavior of the vehicle than the signal
itself, indicating a lack of complete trust in the interface. The static nature
of the signal can be less noticeable compared to dynamic or floating signals
that follow the user’s gaze

Virtual fence STRENGTHS: The interface effectively creates a sense of safety and
confidence for users, with many participants feeling reassured by the
visual barriers. The green and red states are generally clear and intuitive,
with the green state often perceived as a signal to proceed and the red state
as a clear stop signal. The immersive design, which covers the entire field
of vision, makes it easy to spot and understand the signals quickly

WEAKNESSES: The interface can be overly obstructive, blocking the view
of the vehicle and potentially creating a false sense of security. Some
participants found the design too consuming and distracting, making it
difficult to see the car and assess real-world conditions. The red and green
walls were sometimes confusing, with the red state occasionally perceived
as a barrier to the car rather than a stop signal for pedestrians

Phantom car STRENGTHS: The green projection effectively signals the vehicle’s
intention to stop, providing a sense of security and aiding in crossing
decisions. The red projection is clear and intuitive for many users, as it
quickly communicates danger and prevents crossing

WEAKNESSES: The interface is often confusing, with many participants
mistaking the projections for separate vehicles, leading to hesitation and
uncertainty. The red projection can be distracting and overwhelming,
especially when it appears suddenly and moves quickly, making it difficult
to process the actual vehicle’s position

Nudge HUD STRENGTHS: The interface’s larger size and clear text, such as “safe to
cross,” provided reassurance and boosted user confidence. The use of
international color coding (green for go, red for stop) was intuitive and
universally understood. The interface’s ability to track the user’s gaze and
provide immediate feedback was appreciated for its clarity and ease of use

WEAKNESSES: The red text was often considered too lengthy and less
instructive, leading to hesitation. The floating nature of the interface, while
innovative, was sometimes found annoying and distracting, especially
when it followed the user’s gaze excessively. Some users felt uncomfortable
with the interface’s novelty and had difficulty trusting it initially,
particularly when it did not align with the vehicle’s behavior

Pedestrian
lights HUD

STRENGTHS: The interface’s floating traffic light design allows users to
make quick decisions without needing to look directly at the car,
enhancing situational awareness. The use of traditional traffic light
symbols (green and red) is familiar and intuitive, making it easy for users
to understand and trust the signals. The interface’s ability to follow the
user’s gaze ensures that the signal is always visible, which many found
helpful for making crossing decisions

WEAKNESSES: The floating nature of the traffic light can be distracting
and irritating, especially when it obstructs the user’s view of the vehicle.
Some users found the movement of the signal disorienting and preferred a
fixed signal. The interface’s reliance on color alone was sometimes
confusing, particularly for those who needed more time to get used to the
red signal. The constant presence of the signal in the user’s field of vision
was seen as intrusive by some, leading to a preference for more static or less
obtrusive designs

Baseline STRENGTHS: Participants found the interface helpful in providing clear
cues for crossing decisions, especially when the vehicle’s behavior was
ambiguous. The interface reduced the need for participants to rely solely
on their judgment, making them feel safer and more confident in their
decisions. Some participants appreciated the interface for minimizing
distractions and providing a more straightforward decision-making
process

WEAKNESSES: The absence of an interface led to increased confusion and
hesitation, as participants had to rely on their judgment of the vehicle’s
speed and behavior. Some participants found it difficult to detect the
vehicle’s intentions, particularly when it was moving slowly or braking
non-naturally. The lack of clear signals made participants feel less secure
and more dependent on their own instincts, which was perceived as more
challenging and risky
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each of the three attention-attractor positions. This could be
explained by the fact that it remained in the central FOV of the
participant, regardless of the participant’s head orientation.
However, the HUDs received some criticism for being annoying.

The Virtual fence was also unaffected by the attention-attractor
position. Two possible explanations can account for this observed
phenomenon. Firstly, the Virtual fence was large and visually
conspicuous, thereby increasing the likelihood that participants
covertly perceive its presence and colour through peripheral
vision, even if they do not directly glance at it. The size of the
Virtual fence was also mentioned by participants in the interviews.
Secondly, the substantial size of the virtual fence made it more
probable that participants could rapidly direct their foveal vision
towards it. This assertion is supported by the findings illustrated in
Figure 10 (time of first glance) and Figure 9 (crossing initiation
times), which demonstrated that the Virtual fence performed well in
these regards. In contrast, other AR interfaces were smaller, such as
the Fixed pedestrian lights, or moving within the scene, such as the
vehicle-locked interfaces, rendering themmore challenging to detect
with peripheral vision (i.e., before turning the eyes) and foveal vision
(i.e., by moving the eyes).

The inferior performance of the interfaces locked to the vehicle
may have implications for eHMI design, taking into account that
proposed eHMIs have mostly been placed on the vehicle itself. On
the other hand, the performance of the HUDs, being less affected by
user distraction, makes them ideal candidates for use in such traffic
interactions, because in everyday situations, the pedestrian cannot
be expected to look at an approaching vehicle right away. More so,
they are also the easiest to implement in terms of sensor
requirements, since the HUDs would need minimal context from
the environment (i.e., only AV intent), unlike some other interfaces,
such as the Planes on vehicle, which in reality would need to make
use of computer vision methods to detect the vehicle (Tabone et al.,
2021b). At the same time, it may be important to consider the
potential risk of overreliance. Amore detailed exploration of the eye-
tracking data revealed that in the Baseline condition, participants
neglected to glance at the AV in merely 10 out of 360 trials. In
contrast, for the Augmented zebra crossing, Fixed pedestrian lights,
Nudge HUD, and Pedestrian lights HUD, the respective numbers
were 76, 71, 71, and 72 out of 360. This observation indicates that the
AR interfaces could potentially cause crossing without proper
looking (for a similar concern in eHMI research, see
Kaleefathullah et al., 2022).

An intriguing observation emerged regarding the crossing
initiation times for the Baseline condition, which appeared to be
only slightly affected by the position of the attention attractor. A
plausible explanation for this phenomenon is that, although the
attention attractor positioned on the left and centre caused a delayed
response in glancing at the approaching AV (just as it did for the
nine AR interface conditions), this temporal delay is not
detrimental. In the Baseline condition, no valuable information
would be missed, as it is challenging to discern whether a car has
initiated braking from implicit communication (i.e., vehicle speed)
alone. The AR interfaces, on the other hand, were activated 0.8 s
before the AV started to slow down. Therefore, a pedestrian would
miss valuable explicit communication if they do not glance promptly
at the AR interface (and see De Winter and Dodou, 2022, for a
discussion on eHMIs that provide anticipatory information).

4.3 Limitations and future work

Despite the improved ecological validity when compared to the
online questionnaire study in Tabone et al. (2023), there are still some
limitations to the study presented in this paper. Firstly, the CAVE and
the equipment itself were sources of distraction as there were points
during the interviews where the participant was commenting about the
VR environment rather than the interfaces themselves.

Other limitations arose from equipment issues. The eye-tracker had
a limited battery life, and therewere instances when the battery needed to
be replaced between blocks. Moreover, on average, 4 or 5 participants
were accommodated in a single experiment day, resulting in a
cumulative running time of over 9–10 h. This extended duration
occasionally led to equipment overheating. Also, the Field of Safe
Travel and Phantom Car interfaces experienced some rubberbanding
issues, which occasionally manifested as jittery imagery. This
phenomenon may have impacted the reported intuitiveness ratings to
a certain degree. In fact, some post-block interviews for thePhantomCar
reported instances of abnormal behaviour, including “one of the green
cars reversed” and “on a couple of occasions with the green, the car went
past the hologram”. These issues were due to occasional synchronisation
problems across screens and computers, as well as limitations of the
Unity networking system. Regardless of these issues, a high correlation
between the simulator and online questionnaire results was observed.

Additionally, the limited screen area of the CAVE meant that some
of the interfaces had to be scaled down to fit. The sizes of both HUD
interfaces were reduced from their original dimension during piloting as
they became too large to fit on the CAVE screens as the participant
approached the wall across (end of the virtual road). In the post-
experiment subjective ranking results, there were some comments
about the HUD interfaces being “too small”. Such an unintended
effect was therefore caused by technical limitations of a CAVE simulator.

The AR interfaces were still projected on a virtual environment,
which ultimately rendered them as part of the VR simulation.
Implementing AR in the real world presents certain challenges, such
as anchoring objects in the world or onto moving cars (e.g., Tabone
et al., 2021b; Aleva et al., 2024) and the risk of inattentional blindness
(Kim and Gabbard, 2022; Wang et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2023). Because
AR provides salient information, or information that, although part of
the real world, does not always seamlessly blend with the actual world,
AR cues might attract attention while other safety-relevant elements of
the environment are missed. Furthermore, despite the CAVE
simulation being immersive, it still did not offer real risk, and
participants were asked to cross repeatedly, and deliberately distract
themselves by looking into circles, without any real purpose other than
to complete the experiment. Hence, to better understand the trust and
behaviour of participants with these AR interfaces, the ecological
validity must once again be increased and the AR interfaces be
tested overlaid over the real world.

5 Conclusion

A pedestrian simulator experiment was conducted to investigate the
interaction between pedestrians and automated vehicles using nine
different augmented reality interfaces presented within a virtual
reality CAVE. The aim of the experiment was twofold: (1) to
investigate whether results from an online questionnaire video-based
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study could be replicated in a CAVE simulator, and (2) to investigate
whether the effectiveness of different AR designs is contingent upon the
pedestrian’s attention allocation. The statistical and qualitative findings
indicate that the mean intuitiveness ratings correlated substantially with
results from a prior online study (r ≈ 0.90). Interfaces using traditional
traffic design elements, as well as head-lockedHUDs, were rated asmore
intuitive, in contrast to vehicle-locked interfaces.

The position of the attention-attractor circle affected crossing
initiation time, with participants initiating crossing earlier for
infrastructure-locked and HUD interfaces in general, in contrast
to interfaces that were locked to the vehicle. For theVirtual fence and
the HUDs, crossing initiation times were relatively unaffected by the
attention-attractor position. These findings are likely due to the size
of the Virtual fence and the omnipresence of the HUD interfaces in
the participant’s FOV.

The poor performance of vehicle-locked AR interfaces may have
implications for eHMIs, which are typically mounted on the vehicle.
Lastly, the experiment outcomes also highlight the fact that a CAVE
simulator might not be necessary if the goal is to investigate
intuitiveness ratings, given the high correlation with the online
study. However, the immersive nature of the CAVE proved essential
for studying the distributed attention of the participants.
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